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Abstract
Mathematical reasoning in logical context has now received much attention in the mathematics curriculum
documents of many countries, including Indonesia. In Indonesia, students start formally learning about logic
when they pursue to senior-high school. Before, they previously have many experiences to deal with logic, but
the earlier assignments do not label them as logic. Although the students have already experienced much about
logic, it does not assure that they have a better understand about it even they purpose to university. Thus, this
paper presents several findings of our small-scale study which was conducted to investigate the issues on how
higher-education students overcome contextual logic-based problems. Data were collected through pretest,
students’ written work, video recording and interview. A fifteen-minute test which consisted of four questions
was given to 53 student participants in the third semester who proposed mathematics discrete course. The
information towards the main issues was required through the analysis of students’ written work in the pretest
and video recording during the students’ interview. The findings indicate that the students’ initial understanding,
in general, do not help them much to solve logical problems based on context. In our findings, they apply several
strategies, such as random proportions, word descriptions, permutation-combination calculations and deriving
conclusion through logical premises.
Keywords: logic, mathematical reasoning, context-based problem, initial understanding, discrete mathematics
1. Introduction
At higher mathematics education, logic is a crucial topic that has received many attentions (e.g. Reeves & Clarke,
2003; Flach, 2007; E. Serna & A. Serna, 2015). By the time the students propose to university, they would
already have much experience to deal with logic (Chapell & Overton, 2002), even though many earlier
assignments at elementary and secondary level do not assign them as logic. In Indonesian educational system,
students formally start learning about logics when they are at senior-high school (Depdiknas, 2006). At this level,
they learn about various kinds of logics, such as negation, conjunction and disjunction. In addition, the teaching
and learning process only focuses on how to draw conclusion based on two or more premises.
Although many assignments have been addressed to make the students used to deal with logical problems;
however, there is now a great deal of empirical evidence that children and adults learners have difficulties in
reasoning logically (Markovits & Quinns, 2002, p. 696), even in contextual problems. At the same time, Guerrier
et al. (2012, p. 369) pointed out that university and college faculty commonly complain that many tertiary
students lack the logical competences to learn advanced mathematics, especially proofs and other mathematical
activities that require deductive reasoning. This means that although the students have experienced to deal with
logical problems; however, it does not guarantee that they understand the essence of logics (Chapell & Overton,
2002; OECD, 2016, p. 5) and logics is still doubtly difficult to study amongst learners (Guha, 2014).
One feasible reason for this situation is that logic is as rigorous as any other analytical study and it is not easy to
convince the students that logic is important (Guha, 2014). This might be consciously considered as the way on
how logic should be taught in the classroom (Guallart & Nepomuceno-Fernández, 1998). In classroom activity,
teachers usually give the students formal notations and draw conclusions deductively (Chapell & Overton, 1998),
without providing them its meaning. Thus, the students tend to memorize and apply those notations in order to
deal with logical problems formally.
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In this case, we do believe that students’ formal mathematics understanding about logic can be increased through
instructional activities which are based on the students’ initial understanding. They need to acquire a deeper
insight towards the general logical relationships before they get more formal lessons. Therefore, the main
question about “How do higher-education students use their initial understanding to deal with contextual
logic-based problems in discrete mathematics?” is explored in this study.
2. Theoretical Framework
2.1 Logic
Many studies have been conducted to explain what logic essentially means and why it is important to study
amongst learners. Although it seems difficult to define principally the definition of logic, but one possible
definition could be logic as the foundations of mathematics (Pudlák, 2013, p. 66). Thus, there is no doubt that
logic is a crucial element in mathematics. The extreme doctrine from group of logicism claims that all
mathematics concepts and rules of reasoning can be deductively interpreted to logic (Hintikka, 2012, p. 460).
Logic is a discipline that is studied both in science and mathematics, one possible way to establish the students’
mathematical reasoning is by commencing the teaching and learning process with a contextual problem
(Nasution & Lukito, 2015, p. 98), including logic. As a consequence, we need to take into account the context in
which it is being taught (Guallart & Nepomuceno-Fernández, 1998, p. 45). In classroom practice, logic should be
taught from the basic, thus students know how to understand, how to right construct mathematical
argumentations and the importance of logic in understanding mathematical reasoning (Rossen, 2012, p. 1). In
this part, we will discuss the basic of logic used in this study.
2.1.1 Proposition
The discussion starts with the introduction of the essential element in logic which is called propositions. The
proposition can be fundamentally defined as a declarative sentence that is either true or false, but not both
(Rossen, 2012, p. 2). For examples:
1)

Jakarta is the capital city of Indonesia

2)

2 + 3 = 10

3)

6

7

The two above sentences are called propositions, where proposition 1 is true and proposition 2 is false. While the
last sentence is not a declarative sentence since it is neither true nor false.
Then, suppose that p is a proposition. The preposition states that “p is not true” or “it is not true that p” is called
the negation of p which is usually denoted by ~p. For instance, the statement “It is not true that Jakarta is the
capital city of Indonesia” is the negation of “Jakarta is the capital city of Indonesia”. In this case, we can
conclude that if p is a proposition which is true (T), then ~p must be a false proposition and vice versa.
2.1.2 Conjunction and Disjunction of Two Propositions
If we have two propositions p and q, then the conjunction of p and q is basically denoted by p ˄ q. The
conjunction of p and q is true when p and q are true and is false otherwise (Rossen, 2012, p. 4). Meanwhile, the
disjunction of the two propositions is essentially symbolized by p ˅ q. The disjunction of p and q is false when
p and q are false; otherwise, it is true.
2.1.3 Conditional Statements
In this part, we would like to discuss some other crucial ways where those propositions can be combined.
Suppose that there are two propositions p and q. The conditional statements of p and q is denoted by →
which is read “if p, then q” or “p implies q”. The conditional statement of p and q is true when p is true and q is
false, and true otherwise. In conditional statement → , p is called the hypothesis (antecedent or premise) and
q is called the conclusion (consequence) (Rossen, 2012, p. 6).
2.1.4 Converse, Contraposition and Inverse
Converse, contraposition and inverse are also conditional statements formed by its basic conditional sentence
→ . In particular, the proposition → is called the converse of
→ . The inverse of → is denoted
by ~ → ~ ; meanwhile, the contraposition is defined as ~ → ~ . In a truth table, the truth value of →
is equivalent with the value of its contraposition (Rossen, 2012, p. 8).
2.2 Logical Reasoning
Reasoning has essentially been a crucial topic in Indonesian educational system, including higher education.
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According Sumpter (2016), reasoning can be defined as the line of thought that begins with a task (e.g. exercises,
tests) and ends with an answer. Thus, reasoning mathematically can be explicitly termed as the line of
mathematical thinking which is started with mathematics tests or exercises and ends with a mathematical answer.
In this study, we use the term “Logical Reasoning” in order to describe reasoning mathematically on how
students at higher education in Indonesia solve logical problems based on context.
Many studies have been conducted in order to develop student’s logical reasoning at higher education (i.e.
Reeves & Clarke, 2003; Flach, 2007; E. Serna & A. Serna, 2015; Furbach et al., 2015; Nkambou et al., 2015).
Higher-education level cognition includes the question-answering ability and logical reasoning with common
sense (Furbach et al., 2015). Resoning logically with common sense can be commenced by imbedding a context
based problem (Nasution & Lukito, 2015). A good context in mathematics is essentially based on logical
reasoning (Bakó, 2002; cited in Liu et al., 2015). The students will automatically express their reasoning if only
they recognize the situation and there is also a problem in the context.
2.3 Curriculum in Indonesian Higher Education
Based on the Indonesian curriculum, students will learn about logic when they pursue to senior high school
(Depdiknas 2006). At this level, they learn about various kinds of logics, such as negation, conjunction and
disjunction. In addition, the teaching and learning process only focuses on how to draw conclusion based on two
or more premises.
When the students study at university, they will get deeper understanding about logic. At university they will
start relearning about logic at the first semester in set and logic course. In this course they will learn more about
logic and try to prove some theorems based on logical statement which is essentially called prepositions. At the
second and the third semester, the concept of logic is still used in advance mathematics course, such as discrete
mathematics. The standard and basic competence that the students learn during studying logic at discrete
mathematics can be seen in Table 1 below.
Table 1. Mathematics curriculum for higher education (Lubis et al., 2016, p. 1)
Standard Competence

Basic Competence
The principles of making conclusions
Methods to prove theorems

Proof methods in mathematics

Theorem and quantifiers
Conjectures
The principles of mathematical induction

Considering the mathematics curriculum at university level, we can explicitly see that the topic logic is in the
first chapter in discrete mathematics course. At discrete mathematics course, logic is a prerequisite topic that
needs to be taken care of by the students (Lubis et al., 2016). It is a mandatory knowledge for the students that
they should have acquired. This is due to many axioms or theorems in discrete mathematics need to be proved
based on logical explanations.
2.4 Hypothetical Learning Trajectory
In carrying out this study, we designed several instructional activities aimed to support the students during the
teaching and learning process. In designing an instructional activity, we considered the lecturer’s actions and also
the students’ reactions or other conditions that possibly happened during the implementation process in the real
classroom. The hypothesis about the teaching and learning process was embedded in each-day teaching
experiment which is usually called a Hypothetical Learning Trajectory (HLT).
According to Bakker and Van Eerde (2013), an HLT is a useful instrument in managing an instructional activity
and a teaching experiment. Besides, Simon (1995) pointed out that the HLT consists of three main components,
such as the learning goal that defines the direction, the learning activities and the hypothetical learning process
– a prediction of how students’ thinking and understanding are involved in the scope of learning activities. In this
study, the HLT was applied as the guideline to implement the teaching experiments.
3. Methodology
3.1 The Participant
This study was conducted in the third semester at State University of Medan, Indonesia. The university was
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located at suburb area in Medan. During conducting this study, we involved about 53 students who propose
discrete mathematics course. Additionally, the lecturer who implemented the teaching and learning process was
also involved.
3.2 Data Collection
To retrieve the impressions about how the students deal with contextual logical problems, different types of data
collections were essentially used which were also recognized as “data triangulation”. Various data sources were
included, such as video recordings, students’ written works, students’ interviews and field notes. In this study, the
video recordings were important to record the whole students’ activities along the teaching and learning process.
During the process of teaching and learning in the classroom, all the students’ works and activities were recorded
with the purpose of analysis in the retrospective analysis phase.
The students’ written works were collected as the data in order to gain the information about the students’
strategies to deal with context-based logical problems. For instance, to describe about the starting point towards
what the students had already encountered about logics in the first cycle, a four-question pretest was given to the
students. The purpose of the pretest was to discover whether the students had already known what we intended
them to learn. Besides, interview was conducted to about ten representative students to ask them to explain the
strategies that they did to answer the problems in the pretest and communicated their reasons about how they
derived the answers.
3.3 Research Design
The aim of this study is to give contributions and to assemble innovations in teaching logic at Indonesian higher
education. In order to answer the research question on how university students in Indonesia use their initial
understanding to deal with logical problems in discrete mathematics course, we conducted a developmental
research which is essentially called design-based research (Gravenmeijer & Cobb, 2006; Bakker & Van Eerde,
2013; Nasution & Lukito, 2015).
According to Bakker and Van Eerde (2013), design-based research is claimed to have a potential to bridge the
gap between the educational practice and the theory in which the design of instructional activities, teaching
experiments and retrospective analysis are embedded. In this study, we designed the instructional learning
materials based on the contextual and authentic problems as a way in order to encourage the students to
recognize the problem situations. Consequently, the problems were unquestionable in their mind.
This study was designed within four phases, namely: (1) preliminary design; (2) pilot experiment; (3) teaching
experiment and (4) retrospective analysis. In conducting the phase of preliminary design, the students’ learning
development was conjectured in order to provide an initial HLT. Some learning activities were embedded with a
learning line designed to comprehend the students’ understanding about logic. Furthermore, the HLT comprised
of the students’ starting point, students’ thinking and lecturer’s reactions during the enactment of teaching and
learning. The HLT played as the guideline to implement this study and tested it in the preliminary teaching
experiment (the first cycle) within 10 students before conducting it in real classroom. During the retrospective
analysis phase, the HLT was adapted to the actual students’ learning to investigate how it worked in the
classroom. The conjectures about students’ learning were adjusted in the first teaching experiment. All the
findings and the remarks from this cycle were used as the reflections to modify the initial HLT. Then, the revised
HLT was subsequently implemented in the real classroom (the second cycle).
3.4 The Problems
In the pretest, four questions were given to the students. In the pretest, the students were asked to solve the
following problem:
1)

Three professors are sitting in a restaurant. Then, the waitress comes and asks them: “Does every one want
coffee?”, the first professor answers: “I do not know”. The second professor says: “I do not know”. Finally,
the third professor says: “No, not everyone wants coffee”. Then, the waitress comes back to the professors’
table and gives the coffee to the professors who want it.
According to you, is the waiter’s action right? How did the hostess figure out who wanted coffee?

2)

Badren wants to give two boxes to his friend. Both of the boxes contain present or empty. The first box was
written “At least one of these boxes contains present”. The second box was written “The first box is empty”.
Badren tells his friend that both of the writings are true or false.
Based on your opinion, which box should his friend choose?

3)

A country has fifty civil representatives. Each representative is either honest or corrupt. Suppose you know
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that at least one of the senators is honest and that, given any two senators, at least one is corrupt.
Based on these facts, can you determine how many representatives are honest and how many
representatives are corrupt? If it is possible, what is the answer?
4)

Mr. Andi would like to determine the relative salaries of his three employers (Richi, Alya and Rizky) by
using two facts. First, he knows that if Richi is not the highest paid of the three, then Alya is. Second, he
knows that if Alya is not the lowest paid, then Rizky is paid the most.
Based on your opinion, is it possible to determine the relative salaries of Richi, Alya and Rizky? If possible,
order the three workers from the highest to the lowest paid.

Problem 1
The first problem aimed to test the students’ ability in noticing and explaining about the “universal quantifier”,
its negation which is also called the “existential quantifier” (Rossen, 2012, p. 42-40) and vise versa.
To deal with this problem, the students can start from the statement of the third professor. From his statement, we
can obviously see that this professor do not want the waitress to serve him coffee since he says “No” and the
professor adds “not everyone wants coffee”. The proposition “not everyone wants coffee” (existential quantifier)
is the negation of “everyone wants coffee” (universal quantifier). In logic, the negation of a universal quantifier
can be expressed as follows.
If the universal quantifier is P(x): Everyone wants coffee, then the negation of P(x) should be:
1)

~P(x): Not everyone wants coffee, or

2)

~P(x): There exists one professor wants coffee, or

3)

~P(x): Some professors want coffee

Based on the above explanation, we can obviously see that the waitress’ action to serve the professors coffee is
right.
Problem 2
This problem aimed to test the students’ ability to better understand about the value of two disjunctive
prepositions ( ˅ ).
From problem 2, we can observe that the first box is written “At least one of these boxes contains present” and it
is written “The first box is empty” in the second box. The last statement “Badren tells his friend that both of the
writings are true or false” can be the beginning way in order to solve this problem. The yielding explanation
about this problem as follows.
P(x): At least one of these boxes contains present
Q(x): The first box is empty
In order to check the value of these two statements, see the truth table for disjunction of two prepositions in
Table 2 below.
Table 2. The truth table for the disjunction of two prepositions
P(x)

Q(x)

P(x)˅Q(x)

True

True

True

True

False

True

False

True

True

False

False

False

Based Badren’s statement “both of the writings are true or false”, we can conclude that the value of both
preposition (P(x) and Q(x)) is true. Thus, his friend should choose the second box.
Problem 3
The third problem was aimed to test the student to recognize the context of existential quantifier and disjunction.
In this context, they were asked to determine the number of honest representative and the corrupt ones.
In order to solve this problem, the statement “Suppose you know that at least one of the senators is honest and
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that, given any two senators, at least one is corrupt” need to be considered. The statement means there exists a
member of the senators which is honest. The second statement “given any two senators, at least one is corrupt”
can be meant that both corrupt. If one is corrupt one the other one is not, then it will yield 24 corrupt
representatives and 25 people which are not known whether they are corrupt.
Among those 25 people, if we apply the same algorithm with the previous. Then we will get 12 corrupt
representatives and 13 unknown. Then, 13 representatives become 6 corrupt and 7 unknown. From the seven
people, three can be corrupt and leave four undefined representatives. Among the four representatives, there will
be two more and one of the two will be corrupt. This will result one honest and one unknown. Since there are
only two people, one honest and the other one must be corrupt. Therefore, there is one honest and 49 corrupt
representatives.
Problem 4
This problem was presented to investigate the students’ understanding about implication form and its
contraposition.
In order to solve this problem, the students need to transform the statements into implication forms. Based on the
first statement “If Richi is not the highest paid of the three, then Alya is”, we can get two possible conditions,
such as:
Condition 1

Condition 2

The first position = Alya

The first position = Alya

The second position = Richi

The second position = Rizky

The third position = Rizky

The third position = Richi

Then, the second statement says that “If Alya is not the lowest paid, then Rizky is paid the most”. This implies
only one condition, which is:
The first position = Rizky
The second position = Alya
The third position = Richi
Therefore, there is no intersecting condition which implied there is no conclusion can be derived. However, if we
observe a truth table, then we will find that an implication ( → ) is equivalent to its contraposition (~ → ~ ).
Thus, we could attempt to overcome this problem by using its contraposition.
The contraposition of the first statement is “If Alya is not the highest paid of the three, then Richi is” and the
contraposition of the second statement is “If Rizky is not paid the most, then Alya is the lowest paid”. If Alya is
not the highest of the three then she could possibly be in the second or the third position and Richi will be the
highest. This means that Rizky is not paid the most. Since Rizky is not paid the most, then the possible position
of Alya is the lowest one and Rizky is the middle of the two. Therefore, the order of the three employers from
the highest to the lowest paid must be Richi > Rizky > Alya.
4. Result
Among 53 students involved in the pretest, only a few of them could give correct answers with insufficient
explanation. In order to perceive the strategies on how to deal with logical problems based on context, a
twenty-minute test at the beginning of this study was conducted. The aim of the pretest was not only to discover
their strategies, but also to get the information about their prior knowledge and starting point before conducting
classroom implementation. The result of pretest was analyzed in the retrospective analysis phase.
Based on the retrospective analysis of the pretest, the prior knowledge of the students’ understanding was
discovered. For instance,
Problem 1
In problem 1, some students could determine whether the waitress is right to serve the three professors coffee.
However, they did not recognize the element of existential in logic based on the statement of the third professor.
They just derive conclusion based on the statement “I do not know”. The example of this strategy can be seen in
Figure 1A and 1B below.
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Figure 1. Students’ exxplanation to ssolve problem 1
Translationn of:

Figure 1A
A

Accordingg to my opinnion, the waittress’ action is right. Beccause the firsst and the second
professor answer “I doo not know”. The statemennt I do not knnow does not mean they do
o not
want.

Figure 1B
B

Accordingg to my opinioon, what the w
waitress has ddone is right. Because the pprofessors answer
“I do not know”, then tthere must be one or two prrofessors wannt coffee.

Based on figure 1A, wee can explicitlyy see that bothh students triedd to solve the problem by uusing what the
e first
two professsors say, which is “I do noot know”. Studdent in figure 1A argued thaat the statemennt “I do not kn
now”
does not m
mean that the professor
p
doess not want to ddrink coffee. T
Thus, there muust be one or tw
wo professors want
to drink cooffee (Figure 1B).
1
In this caase, we did not know why thhese two studeents interpret tthe statement “I
“ do
not know” to be there exxists someone w
wants coffee siince they did nnot explain theem.
In logical ddescription, thhe preposition ““I do not know
w” might have two possible cconditions. Firrstly, there mig
ght be
some one or all professoors want to driink coffee. Secondly, this sttatement wouldd possible meaan that none of
o the
three profeessors want to drink coffee. T
Thus, we cannnot derive any cconclusions froom these two situations.
Furthermoore, our pretestt-pretest basedd finding also shows that ovver 25 studentss yielded wronng answers bec
cause
of misconception in loggic. In this casse, they said thhe waitress didd wrong that she must not serve coffee to the
professors. At the samee time, the resst of the studeents leave thee question witth no answer since they did
d not
understandd how to solvve it. The exam
mples of suchh students’ wriitten works caan be seen in Figure 2A and 2B
below.

Figure 2. S
Students’ miscconception andd misunderstannding
Translationn:

Figure 2A
A

Because the
t waitress seerves coffees tto them whichh mean the cofffees were serrved to the thrree of
them. How
wever, the thirrd professor says that not eeveryone wantts coffee, means at least the
ere is
1 person who
w does not want coffee, tthus if the waiitress gives the three professsor is wrong.

Figure 2B
B

I do not understand sirr!

In Figure 22A, we can see that the studdent had alreaddy sensed the eelement of exisstences in logic since he said
d that
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“… at leasst there is 1 person who doees not want coffee, …”. How
wever, this is still incorrect inn order to show
w the
existential quantifier of the
t universal qquantifier. If thhe universal quuantifier “Not everyone wannts coffee”, then the
existential quantifier must
m
be “At lleast there is 1 person waants coffee” oor “Some perrson want cofffee”.
Furthermoore, the studentt, in figure 2B, did not solvee the problem ssince he/she diid not know hoow to deal witth the
problem.
Problem 2
Accordingg the analysis of
o the studentss’ written worrks, almost all students derivved incorrect aanswers and only a
few of theem could reachh the correct annswer since thhere were only two boxes muust be chosen. Although a fe
ew of
them couldd the correct answer;
a
howevver, their writtten works did not show the impression thhat they really have
better undderstand aboutt this problem
m. Overall, nonne of the studdents could prrovide right loogical explana
ations
which derrived a correctt answer. In thhis case, severral examples w
were depicted in Figures 3A
A and 3B belo
ow to
show the sstudents’ strateegies in order tto deal with thiis problem.

Figuure 3. Students’ strategies to cchoose box A
Translationn of:
Figure 3A

Supposingg P: Box A has present

~P: Box A is eempty

Q: Box B has
h present

~Q: Box B is eempty

Premise I:: At least one of the two boxxes has present
Premise III: Box A is emppty.
P→Q
~P
∴ ~Q
Thus, he should
s
choose box A.

Figure 3B
B

Accordingg to me, the chhosen box musst be box A.

In Figure 3 A and 3B, it
i be obviouslyy seen that thee answer of booth students too choose box A is still incorrrect.
Student in figure 3A cam
me up with the idea [(P → Q
Q) ˄ ~P] → ~Q
Q] (Rosen, 2012, p. 72). In thhis case, the stu
udent
used impliication “P → Q” and latterlly concluded ““~Q” which m
meant that box B is empty, thhus box A mu
ust be
chosen to get the present. Based on that picture, the student did noot further explaain why he/shee used this stra
ategy
as this prooblem essentiaally did not coontain conditioonal situationss. At the samee time, studentt in figure 3B also
argued thaat box A must be chosen. Hoowever, the stuudent did not ffurther explainn the reason w
why and how box
b A
should be selected.
b B
Meanwhilee, other studennts came up wiith different iddeas with thesee students. Theese students arggued that the box
contains ppresent and muust be selectedd. Although thhey derived ccorrect answerr; however, theey did not pro
ovide
sufficient llogical explanations. Thus, iit does not give us impressioon that they reaally have betteer understand about
a
what we inntended them to
t learn. The examples of theese students’ w
works can be seeen in Figure 44A and 4B belo
ow.
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Figuure 4. Students’ strategies to cchoose box B
Translationn of:
Figure 4A

Let’s say thhe two boxes w
with A and B. iif his brother m
must choose a box which conntains present, then
we can haave the statemeent that says thhe writing in tthe two boxes are right. Thuus, the box con
ntains
present is the second boxx (B)

Figure 4B

If the stateements are truee, then
1

2

The first box
b

-

√

The second box

-

√

If the stateements are falsse, then
1

2

The first box
b

√

√

The second box

-

-

In conclussion, the most m
marks are in bbox 2. Thus, thee box must be box 2.
If we refleect on the studeents’ written w
works in Figuree 4A and 4B, thhen we can see that the student chose box B by
assuming the statementss “At least onee of these boxees contains prresent” and “T
The second boxx was written “The
first box iss empty” are true.
t
Since thee second box said that box A was emptyy and his brothher should take the
second boox. These expllanations weree still insufficiient to convincce people sincce there were still other posssible
conditionss, for example both sentencees could possibbly be wrong, statement onee was true andd the other one
e was
false and vice versa. Thus,
T
althoughh this studentt has correct answer; howeever, the expllanations were
e not
sufficient tto solve this prroblem.
In Figure 44B, the studennt attempted to solve this probblem by listingg all possible cconditions in a table. In the table,
t
the studennts’ interpretatiion towards thee problem situuation was stilll not true. Thiss because the statement in box A
means the present could be in box A oor in box B. Onn contrast, the table shows thhe present musst be in box B if
i the
first statem
ment is true. Thhis students’ strategy need fu
further explanaations about hoow the studentt create the tab
ble. It
was quite ddifficult for uss to understandd what the table meant since it lacked of exxplanations.
Problem 3
Based on the students’ written
w
work, most of the sttudents concluuded that theree were 25 honnest representa
atives
and 25 corrrupt ones. Thiis case, the stuudents have sim
milar explanattions in which interpret the ““at least one …”
… as
single. Thhey finally derrive 25 corruppt persons sinnce among thee given two reepresentatives there is only
y one
corrupt perrson. The exam
mples of these students’ strattegies can be eexplicitly seen in Figures 5A and 5B below
w.
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Figuree 5. Students’ sstrategies to soolve problem 3

Translatioon of:
Figure 5A We can. Beecause in problem 1 there is information thhat I can know
w who is honesst, and if there are 2
civil repressentatives theree will be a corrrupt one, then among 50 reppresentatives, tthere are 25 co
orrupt
and 25 honnest people.
Figure 5B

The honestt and corrupt rrepresentativess can be determ
mined from those 50 people. If there existss one
corrupt peerson among two represenntatives, then there will bbe about 25 ccorrupt within
n 50
representattives.

Over half the total studdents come up with the strattegy in Figuree 5A and 5B iin order to deeal with the se
econd
problem. B
Based on Figuure 5A and 5B
B, these studeents have the ssimilar way oof thinking in order to solve
e this
problem. T
The solutions of these two ppupils were stiill incorrect. T
They just consiidered a singlee corrupt perso
on in
any two giiven person. They
T
did not coonsider about tthe other possiible conditionss if there are oone or more co
orrupt
persons wiithin the two people.
p
Furthermoore, some studdents did randoom calculationns in overcom
ming this probllem. For instannce, some stud
dents
applied thee permutation--combination pprincipals andd comparisons. Some examples of the studdents’ strategie
es are
provided inn Figures 6A, 6B and 6C below to give thee impression oon how they soolve problem 22.

F
Figure
6. Studeents’ strategiess though permuutation and com
mbination
Translationn of:
Figure 6A

Accordingg to my opinioon, we can. In this case, wee can use deterrmine the num
mber of honestt and
corrupt civvil representattives by using ccombination / ppermutation.

Figure 6B

We can, byy applying perrmutation or coombination.
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The numbeer of civil reprresentatives = 50
The numbeer of honest peersons = 1
If there arre 2 persons annd 1 is corruptt, then
=2
= 50
5
50 – 2 = 48
4
Figure 4C

Accordingg to my opinionn, if given anyy two civil reppresentatives, tthen at least thhere is one corrupt
person. Thhus, the compaarison is 50 : 550 for the honeest and corruptt people.

Figure 6A andd 6B, we can exxplicitly see thhat the two stuudents attempteed to solve this problem by using
u
Based on F
random caalculation, suchh as permutatiion, combinatiion and even ccomparison. S
Student in figuure 6A said tha
at the
problem caan be practicallly solved by uusing the princcipals of permuutation or com
mbination. In thhis case, the stu
udent
did not giive any reasonn why he/she could overcoome the probleem with thosee principals siince there werre no
further exxplanations abbout it. Moreoover, the straategy reflectedd by figure 66B shows how the formulla of
permutatioon and combinnation is embeedded in this ssituation. In thhis case, he/shhe recognized that the numb
ber of
civil repreesentatives is 50
5 and he alsoo knows there is only one hoonest person. T
This student sttraightly calcu
ulated
= 2 sinnce there are 2 persons and 1 is corrupt annd also determiined

= 500. Then, subtracted 2 from 50
0 and

resulted 488. In this case, we did not knnow what the nnumbers 2, 50 and 48 mean. This student ddid not explain
n why
he/she useed permutationn or combinatioon and the meaaning of those numbers.
Based on ffigure 6C, we can obviouslyy see that the sstudent did com
mparison strategy. This studdent considered
d that
there weree 50 persons inn representativves. Among thee 50 persons, tthere are 25 hoonest and 25 ccorrupt individ
duals.
Then, he/sshe concludedd that the com
mparison of thhe two sides is 50:50 whicch showed equ
quality in num
mbers.
However, we did not knnow why this sstudent did coomparison and how it is usedd in his/her strrategy because
e this
student didd not explain itt.
At the sam
me time, the rest of the sttudents did noot answer thiss problem duee to the insuff
fficient information
provided inn this problem
m. Thus, they juust left this prooblem with no answers or deescriptions.
Problem 4
Aforementtioned, this prroblem was prresented to invvestigate the sttudents undersstanding aboutt implication form,
f
inverse, coonverse and coontraposition. The retrospecctive analysis of the fourth pproblem show
ws that the stud
dents
struggled tto solve this prroblem. It can be seen obvioously in their w
written works tthat they camee up with four main
different sstrategies, suchh as syllogism
m, listing, draw
wing picture (ddiagram) and eeven no explaanation. For fu
urther
details andd explanations,, we can see Fiigures 7A and 7B below.

Figgure 7. Studentts’ strategy witth syllogism
A and 7B show
w the students’ strategy to soolve this probllem by using tthe principle oof syllogism. These
T
Figures 7A
students derived the sam
me conclusion in which Rizkky was the onee who paid thee most and Ricchi was the lea
ast of
the three. In this case, thhis syllogism was still vaguue where both answers yieldded If Richi is not paid the most,
m
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then Rizkyy is. Based onn this statemeent, we cannott straightly puut Richi in thee lowest positiion since it is also
possible thhat Richi couldd be in the secoond position am
mong the threee workers. Thiis this result was still incorrect.
At the sam
me time, there was also studeent came up w
with drawing pictures (makinng diagram) inn order to solve
e this
problem. T
The example of
o such studentt’s strategy cann be seen in thee following Figgure 8.

Figure 8. Student’s sttrategy with piicture (diagram
m)
Translationn:
Figure 8

From the figures
fi
it can bbe seen that Alyya is probablyy to get the mosst paid, while Richi is possib
ble to
be the loweest one.

In Figure 8, we can obbviously see thhat this studennt drew two ppictures (diagrrams) in orderr to rank the three
workers (R
Rizky, Richi, and
a Alya). We noted that the diagrams conssisted of blackk and white barrs. If we interpreted
the bars, thhen the black and white barss would possibbly show the ppossible condittions of the tw
wo statements in the
problem siituation. Basedd on the first ffact in figure 88, we can expliicitly see that aalthough Alyaa is the highest paid
of the threee however shee is not in the ssecond bar (facct II). In this ccase, we did noot know the waay how this stu
udent
concludedd that Alya wass the highest ppaid and Richi was the lowest one among the three workkers. This is due to
the picturee lacked of expplanations for tthe student.
While therre were some students
s
come up with the iddeas of using thhe principle off syllogism andd making diagrrams,
other studeents used listinng strategy in order to find the answer off the last probllem. In this caase, the examp
ple of
such studeents’ strategy can be explicitlly seen in Figuure 9 below.

F
Figure 9. Studeent’s strategy w
with listing
Translationn:
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Based on the first statement, we can conclude 2 possible conditions as follows
1.
2.

Richi
1
Richi
2 and 3

Alya
2 and 3
Alya
1

Rizky
2 and 3
Rizky
2 and 3

Based on the second statement, I can conclude that
Alya

Rizky

Richi

Thus, if we take a conclusion by using those positions, Mr Andi could determine it.
Based on figure 8, the student tried to overcome the problem listing the possible conditions for the two
statements. Within the first statement, this student concluded that there were two possible situations. Firstly,
Richi could be possibly the highest paid of the three workers, meanwhile Alya and Rizky were in the second and
the third position. Secondly, Alya was the top person in getting paid. In this case, we did not know how this
student concluded that Richi could be the person who earned the highest payment. This student did explicitly
explain the reason. In the second statement, this student only resulted that Rizky was the one who got the highest
payment and Richi was the lowest.
At the end of the student’s worksheet, the student only stated that Mr. Andi could determine the relative salary of
the three employers. He/she did not say explicitly which worker was the highest and which one was the lowest
for the final answer. This gave us an impression that this students understood the problem well or he/she had no
understanding in interpreting logical premises in his/her own words.
5. Conclusion
In order to answer the main research question of this small-scale study, we used the analysis of the data
collection, such as students’ written work and interview. One possible way to get the students’ reasoning on how
they solve logical problems is by the commencement of a contextual situation. Starting with contextual situation
can make the students recognize the situations where logics are being used. By recognizing the problem, they
can possibly reason something by using their own way. Some instances can be derived from the student’s case in
problem 1 to 4.sccording to
Within the retrospective analysis of students’ work, the strategies were discussed. In this case, we can explicitly
see that the four questions allow them to reason logically though their own words. In our findings, the students’
strategies are mainly words explanation in problem 1, making table for the second problem, using random
calculation, such as the principles of combination and permutation strategies and even comparison, to deal with
the third problem. The applications of syllogism principle and pictures enactment are also used to overcome
the last problem. For example, student in figure 1A tried to solve the problem by using what the first two
professors say, which is “I do not know”. Student in figure 1A argued that the statement “I do not know” does not
mean that the professor does not want to drink coffee. Thus, there must be one or two professors want to drink
coffee (Figure 1B). In this case, we did not know why these two students interpret the statement “I do not know”
to be there exists someone wants coffee since they did not explain them.
Furthermore, the student in figure 2A had already sensed the element of existences in logic since he said that “…
at least there is 1 person who does not want coffee, …”. However, this is still incorrect in order to show the
existential quantifier of the universal quantifier. If the universal quantifier “Not everyone wants coffee”, then the
existential quantifier must be “At least there is 1 person wants coffee” or “Some person want coffee”. In the third
problem, some students did random calculations to determine the solutions of the problem. For example, student
in figure 6A said that the problem can be practically solved by using the principals of permutation or
combination. In this case, the student did not give any reason why he/she could overcome the problem with those
principals since there were no further explanations about it. Moreover, the strategy reflected by figure 6B shows
how the formula of permutation and combination is embedded in this situation. In this case, he/she recognized
that the number of civil representatives is 50 and he also knows there is only one honest person. This student
straightly calculated
= 2 since there are 2 persons and 1 is corrupt and also determined
= 50. Then,
subtracted 2 from 50 and resulted 48. In this case, we did not know what the numbers 2, 50 and 48 mean. This
student did not explain why he/she used permutation or combination and the meaning of those numbers.
Besides using their own words to discuss, some students, lastly, in figures 7A, 7B and 8 come up with drawing
pictures as the model to explain their thinking, listing and drawing conclusion with syllogism. For example, the
student, in figure 8, drew two pictures (diagrams) in order to rank the three workers (Rizky, Richi and Alya). We
noted that the diagrams consisted of black and white bars. If we interpreted the bars, then the black and white
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bars would possibly show the possible conditions of the two statements in the problem situation. Based on the
first fact in figure 8, we can explicitly see that although Alya is the highest paid of the three however she is not in
the second bar (fact II). In this case, we did not know the way how this student concluded that Alya was the
highest paid and Richi was the lowest one among the three workers. This is due to the picture lacked of
explanations for the student.
6. Recommendation for Future Research
Based on the analysis of the data collection, we may possible conclude that the students have distinctive
strategies to solve logic problems with a context. The different way of thinking can be interpreted as they have
different levels of initial understanding. The students who could not solve a simple problem, such as conjunction
and disjunction, they also will struggle much in determining the solution of more sophisticated problems, such as
implication and contraposition. In these findings, we also could see that although some students can determine
the correct answer, their reasoning does not reflect that they have better understanding towards the problem
situations. Therefore, it is expected that further studies should focus on how to improve the performance and the
reasoning of higher-education students in learning contextual logic-based problems.
Moreover, the lecturers’ performance in classroom activities plays an important role in order to teach logic at
university. The lecturer should be able to handle and to efficiently manage the classroom discussions and to
guide the students to the conclusion so that they can derive the right answer. Consequently, future studies should
essentially focus on how to support university lecturers in implementing instructional activities in classroom.
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